BOWL TEAM APPEARS
At 7:30 pm today, Clamson's College Bowl will
give a public exhibition in Room 1 of the Chemistry Building.
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No Business Like Show Business

Tiger Team Faces
Battle Of Brains

"scrimmages" a week were heir' xademically. Meggs is a columthat lasted about an hour to an list for THE TIGER and belongs
hour and a half. Finally, after twc o Phi Kappa Phi.
First Trip
weeks of concentrated competition, both in special fields and Coach Bolen will take the entire
general knowledge, the four vars- team of eight to New York Satity scholars were named. This urday, October 19. President Edgroup will represent Clemson in wards and Mr. Joe Sherman will
competition that is viewed on the accompany the scholars. On MonNBC Television Network program day afternoon members of the
squad will be guests of the New
from coast to coast.
The final four were selected by York branch of the Clemson
a committee comprised of Mr. H. Alumni Association. The team will
E. Vogel, Mr. C. H. Whitehurst, return to Clemson on Tuesday.
Mr. C. O. Caskey and Mr. C. W. Clemson is scheduled to play
Bolen. These faculty members one of the following three teams:
served as coaches with Mr. Bolen Fairfield University, Butler Unias head coach. Members of the versity, or Southern Illinois Unifaculty submitted questions for verstiy. Exactly who Clemson will
the scrimmages. In the last four- be matched against depends on
teen days, 1200 questions were the outcome of the contest on October 14.
used.
Mr. McGarity of the Music James Rickenbacker and Louis
Department and Mr. Cooledge of Breeden, both EE majors rigged
the School of Architecture vend- up a buzzer system for the pracered valuable assistance.
tice, sessions.
Miss Jo Anne Cheek shows her talent before an audience of 28,000 as fifty bands play music in accompaniment. During the
Team
eigrhth annual Band Day half-time program, the many colorful bands spelled MUSIC and ALUMNI on the field while
The
team
and
coaches
have
As announced Sunday, October
playing appropriate music.
(Photo by Haralson)
6, the first team is as follows: spent many months in dedicated
Clarence Beaudrot, Greenwood; preparation for the college bowl, FIFTY BANDS ATTEND
Jim McConnell, Miami; Bill Ham- but they have never scrimmaged
ilton, Clemson; and Frank Gen- before a live audience. Therefore,
try, Clemson. The alternate for to simulate the conditions of the
the team is Bill Meggs from Flor- real contest, Coach Bolen has anence. A captain has not yet been nounced a match between the
first and second teams tonight at
chosen.
Beaudrot, who is a senior ma- 7:30 in the chemistry auditorium.
joring in mechanical engineer- The second team is composed of
ing, is a member of Tau Beta Pi John Fowler, Bennettsville; Bill
and Phi Kappa Phi, national Meggs, Florence; Byron Harder,
By JIM BARNES
lege until 1959. Since 1955, when:a Tiger Band member to walk the band members by the college
honor societies. He is also a Sumpter; and George Stumpf, Ai- "i was impressed by the suc- eighteen bands participated in through the formations with them before the game.
ken.
If
a
large
crowd
attends
the
member of the staff of Clemcess of Band Day," said Dr. Band Day, the number of bands while the majorettes, color guard Dr. Cailliet, guest conductor, at
son's Engineering Magazine. match, more "pressure" will be Lucien
Cailliet,
distinguished has steadily risen to fifty in this and twirlers practice separately. this year's Band Day was born
put
on
the
team
and
should
preHamilton is the only sophomore
composer, arranger, and guest year's celebration. "With the For the last rehearsal both groups and educated in France, where he
pare
them
better
for
the
live
teleto make the team. He is a phyconductor at the 1963 Band Day number of bands increasing each run through the program togeth- was graduated with distinction
sics major and winner of the R. vision program. THE TIGER urg- at Clemson College.
year, I would like to limit 'the er. Box lunches are provided for
(Continued on Page 4)
F. Poole memorial scholarship. es all students to back the varsity Fifty South Carolina, North number to fifty," says John H.
scholars
and
show
support
by
atHamilton is a columnist for THE
Carolina and Georgia high school Butler, Director of Bands at
TIGER, Clemson's student news- tending the match tonight at 7:30.
3,000 PUBLISHED
The half-hour collegiate battle bands were guests at the ninth an- Clemson College.
paper.
nual
Band
Day
before
28,000
Time Required
Pictured above is Clemson's four member team which will
Gentry is the editor of THE between Clemson and their opponcompete in the College Bowl. (L-R) Frank Gentry, William TIGER and the winner of The ent will begin at 5:30 EST, Octo- football fans.
"Months of planning and work
Hamilton, Clarence Beaudrot, Jim McConnell. {Photo by Greenville News Scholarship. A ber 20, in front of a live audience Band Day was started in 1955 are required to present Band Day
Lank)
senior, he is majoring in math. and live television cameras on by Robert E. Lovett who was Di- each year," said Butler. In April,
rector of Bands at Clemson ColGentry is a member of Phi Kap- NBC-TV.
invitations are sent to virtually
pa Phi and Blue Key, a national
ART FLICKS FEATURED
every high school band in South
leadership fraternity.
Carolina, southern North CaroMcConnel, a senior English malina, and northern Georgia," Butjor, is a member of the swimler stated. Arrangements for the
ming team, The Chronicle, Clemguest conductor are made in Auson's literary magazine. He is
gust and band confirmations are Significant changes in TAPS be featured this year coupled
of the proposed new library of made three weeks before Band have been made in the last four with less art work.
also a Poole scholar and a hall
By BILL MANOS
counselor. McConnell is a mem- "This level under the main Clemson College as expressed by Day. The entire music score and years. One of these is the There will be increased coverber of the ROTC brigade staff. floor will have a floor area ap- Mr. D. W. S. Gourlay, Director formations must be sent to each
change-over from glossy pages age of sports. Individual photoStudent AIA began its Fall Art planning for the entire nation in Meggs, the first alternate, is a proximately equal to the entire
graphs of all seniors in all
high school.
of
the
Library.
the
second
film
of
the
evening.
to coarser pages on which pho- sports will be featured. Basketsenior majoring in physics and is floor area of our present library."
Film Series in the Architectural
"One of the biggest problems
Auditorium on the evening of The Expressionist Revolt," the top man in the senior class, This was part of the description The new library, the final plans in organizing Band Day is plan- tographs show up plainer. Each ball coverage will extend to the
of which have yet to be officially ning the locations of bands in the edition features some changes, ACC tournament.
October 8. The purpose of the depicting the revolution of the Ger#
man
Expressionistic
School
of
approved
by college authorities, formations," said Butler. "Bands and this years' TAPS is no ex- Class officers will be pictured
program is to stimulate an
PAINLESS — HELL!
will be built in the canyon in the must be carefully arranged so ception.
with their class instead of in the
interest not only in architecture, painting against complacency in
center of the campus behind the that all the large bands are not
student government section.
but also in such related arts art, and a film presenting the
A
preview
has
shown
a
differcarvings
of
Ernst
Barlach
will
amphitheater where the motor together and all the small bands
A staff of approximately fifty
as painting, sculpture, crafts, and
ent,
darker
cover
with
raised
letpool is now located. To prevent
dances. The program is not de- be shown October 22.
ters on linoleum. Internally, there students design the TAPS. These
that "anything you need is at the the library from being hidden at are not together."
Terming
Clemson's
Immunizasigned specifically for the students On November 12, Frank' Lloyd tion Program "a great success," infirmary: we specialize in preMorning Rehearsal
will be onion skin dividers with students sometimes work three
of architecture, but for anyone Wright discusses his theories-of Dr. J. E. Hair stated that about ventive medicine." Each student the bottom of the gully, and to A strict rehearsal program is sketched drawings and section ti- or four hours a day getting the
interested in the Arts. The series functional architecture and an- 3,700 students went through the was given a card recording what allow for future expansion, the run through Sat. morning for the tals printed thereon. Photographs TAPS ready for publication in
building will be settled on pillars.
will consist of four one hour pro- alyzes contemporary styles with clinic on October 7 and 8.
May.
they have taken.
Thus, the main floor will be level only complete rehearsal before on the double spread sheets will
grams per semester. There will respect to their Greek and Asia- Since the TB test is mandatory
(Continued on Page 5)
be
in
dual
tone.
More
color
will
Band
Day.
Each
band
is
assigned
with the top of the surrounding
be a one dollar membership fee tic origins. The second film will for all students, students who did
hills on either side. There will be
each semester to cover the rental feature Edith Hamilton speaking not receive the test will receive
one floor above and one floor be- 1963 RAT QUEEN
on the ways Greek civilization was
cost of the films.
neath the main level. To provide
unique in the history of the a note to come by the infirmary.
The TB test was read for ROTC
The first night's program con- world.
easy access to the main level of
sisted of the films, "The Living The final films of the first students at drill Thursday. For all
the library, a raised walkway will
City" and "Robert Moses." The semester will be shown Decem- other students it was read in the
extend from one hill, across the
first is concerned with the neces- ber 3. 'Time, Form, Color" Is Student Lounge on Thursday also.
gully, and will end on the opsity for urban redevelopment a film record of fossilization— "There's no use in taking it unposite side, passing by the front
and stresses the importance of the trees, hardy plants, driftwood, and less it is read," says Dr. Hair.
entrance of the main level.
effective utilization of available debris from distant ships found A booster series for both the The Clemson College Pershing
land and other facilities to serve on the beach of Ossabaw Island flu and polio vaccines will be run Rifles and the Pledge Platoon be- As the plans now stand, the lithe rapidly increasing needs of Georgia. A film of artistic ex- on December 2 and 3, "same gan another season of ushering at brary will have three levels with
industries and urban life. New pression entitled "Ai-Ye" will al- place—same show—same cast." the Clemson home football games. space for about 400,000 volumes
"It is an honor to be the first person to represent the Class of 1967 in any I
York City's Park Commisioner so be shown. This is a creative Dr. Hair said that any students More than eighty cadets were (about twice the number of books
Robert Moses discusses city plan- interpretation of the ageless who missed the clinic can come stationed at various
points in the present library) and 1200 event; since I was chosen for this honor I will, with pride, try to be worthy of this I
ning and the problems of furture story of mankind.
by the Infirmary. He also said throughout the stadium to assist students. This building is planned position." With these words Miss Walker Pearce, Rat Queen for 1963, accepted the|
so that expansion to a capacity
both visitors and Clemson fans to
of one million volumes and four Loving Cup and a bouquet of roses.
their respective seats. After the thousand students can be easily
Miss Pearce, a sixteen-year-old junior from Dreher High School in Columbia,
game the cadets went through accomplished by adding floors
the process of policing the area. above and beneath the primary was escorted to the Rat Hop by Gordon Brown from Charlotte,. N.. C. Clemson is|
Any articles lost by spectators levels. None of these future ad- familiar grounds to her as her father graduated from here several years ago.
were promptly turned over to ditions will change the shape of
Malloy Evans, President of thai
stadium officials. This was the the building.
Central Dance Association, stat-l
first appearance of the Pledge
ed, "I was pleased both with thai
The new library will have such
By CHARLES HUMPHRIES I the low interest of the freshman first ballot. Elected were Ryan Platoon unit in a function.
dances and the crowd turnout; [
;
features
as
extensive
reading,
the dances went off smoothly and I
T
A
n t v o*u* u class. Only half of the class Cobb, William Lee, Louise All freshmen who are interestTuesday, October 8, the fresh- of
^
freshmen voted in
Lindler, John Matthew, James ed in the Pershing Rifles are wel- studying, browsing, and typing
we of the CDA hope the student I
man class of Clemson College;
d ^
Tuesd
Rankin, David Stickney, and come to come out. Contact Cadet areas, in addition to a balconybody enjoyed them. Miss Pearce |
went
polls „,,._
for their__,.first;,-,,
■ „ _ John
,,,
T„u„ T „„ t t,
„ to_,thetf__
_ Chairman
Lee of the ElecJeff Weaver. Four other nomi- 2nd Lt. Allen W. Hitchcock or like reading area extending
certainly exhibited the charm,
college election.
They went 4to
around
the
outside
perimeter
of
tion Committee said that he was nees will face each other in any Pershing Rifleman for inpoise, and personality that hasl
elect a president, a vice presi- disappointed by the relatively
the run-off elections Tuesday. formation. At present the pledges the building on the main floor
come to be expected of the Rat|
dent, a secretary, a treasurer,
small number of votes cast. Chris Clancy, Charles Jager, form up under the underpass lead- level.
Queen."
and nine senators to represent
Philip Johnston, and E. E. Mil- ing to the main quadrangle at Very unofficial sources state
Evans expressed his belief thatl
them in the student government The voting was done on IBM
the judges had made an excel-l
of the school. The small turn-'cards which enabled a quicker ler will meet in this special elec- 1700 hours sharp, Monday and that construction of the 2% millent choice in their selection ofl
out for the elections indicated and more accurate count of the tion to fill the remaining two Tuesday of every week. The lion dollar building may be be(Continued on Page 8)
I votes. This marked the first
Pledge Platoon is open to all Air gun as early as this coming Febqueen. "I couldn't make a deci-l
time
this
voting
for
office
was
sion;
all seventeen contestants!
Force
and
Army
Cadets.
ruary
or
March.
Richard
Miley
Terry Handegan done in this manner. The rewere good enough to be Rat|
Queen," he said.
turns were completed by 9:00
pm Tuesday night.
Among her many gifts were
Loving Cup from Clemson Jewel-|
Elected on the first ballot was
ers, three records from Sunray
Miss Jo Ann Cheek of Charlotte,
Record Shop in Seneca, a neck
North Carolina, who was runless from Self's Jewelers in Sen-]
ning for the office of secretary
The Clemson College Rifle Team six men fire while only the top
eca, some bath powder from Har-j
of the freshman class. In spej will open its season tomorrow at five scores are counted. For this
pers 5 & 10 in Seneca, a brace-]
cial election run-offs next Tues:9 a.m. with a match against the reason the team is looking for
let from Ivies in Seneca, a rob
j day, Dick Miley will face Terry
| University of Georgia. The team, men to fill the two empty positions
from Genie Shoppe in Seneca,
i Handegan for the presidency
i coached by Captain Ernest E. as well as for freshmen to assist
box of Whitman Candy from L. C|
| of the class. Donna Jones and
Bentley, assisted by M-Sgt. Tom- the veterans in a winning season.
Martin Drug Co. in Clemson, and
Terry Richardson will via for
las Burton and SFC Francis The Tiger Riflemen are S. C.
a sweater guard from Gallant-J
! the vice presidency. For treaLewis, is optimistic about the up- State ROTC champions as well
Belks in Anderson.
! surer of the freshman class,
1
as Western Carolina Conference
Gordon Brown, Miss Pearce'd
coming season.
Bill Bates and Dick Bell will
Four out of five of last year's champions. This season they exdate, received a shirt from Wal-j
be on the run-off ballot. The
ters-Hillman in Clemson, a tief
Election Chairman John Lee
top marksmen are back this year. pect to participate in the Mardi
They are Jack Belk, Bill Kuyken- Gras ROTC invitiational match
and belt set from Byers - Stokessaid that the special election
in Anderson, a Bukton billfold
would be held in a similar
dal, Marchall Green, and Peter in New Orleans as well as the
fashion to the last election.
Pierson. Also returning are Bobby Alabama invitational match at Pretty'Miss Walker Pierce of Columbia, S. C. was crowned from Abbott's Men's Shop in Sen-J
Lanford, Carl Best, and Neil Gris- the University of Alabama, in ad- Rat Queen at the Rat Hop last Saturday night. She is a junior eca, along with many other giftsj
Seven of the nine senators
(Continued on Page 3)
j som. In the majority of matches, I dition to their regular matches.
at Dreher High School. (Photo by Spencer & Spencer)
of the class were elected on the

By BILL ANDERSON
Varsity scholars of Clemson
College are now prepared to do
battle in a contest where quick
recall of obscure facts is the deciding factor. Entering the collegiate battle of brains for the
first time, the Tiger team will
make its debut Sunday, October
20, on the General Electric College Bowl program.
Best Men Win
The four-man team chosen to
represent Clemson is the cream of

the crop from a group that originally numbered fifty-eight when
the first practice session began in
February of last year. At the end
of the month the candidates were
reduced to twelve. Practice sessions were held twice a week
from February to the middle of
May. From this group, eight were
selected to continue training as
the competition grew keener.
Training sessions began again
for the elite eight at the beginning of September.
Several
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Eternal Clemson Spirit
Much has been said and written about
the famed Clemson spirit but up until
now it has remained "that indefinable
something." To us it is something veryconcrete and very real, it is in fact the
distinguishing mark of Clemson.
The Clemson spirit is a force. It is
the force that motivates Clemson men
to work for the benefit of their school.
If this is a true definition of Clemson
spirit then we can see quite a few things
that are misclassified.
For example,
how can destruction of college property
be called a manifestation of spirit?
On the other hand a great deal of
spirit is shown by those students who
give their time to serve in the senate or
help at the health service, whether or not
they ever even attend a football game.
The man who cheers because we have a
planetarium or a computer has "school
spirit" every bit as much as the one who
yells himself hoarse at each Clemson
score.
On the negative side, those rats who
go out spoiling for a fight in foreign territory (Anderson, Seneca) can hardly
work to the benefit of Clemson. Therefore this could not be a part of the
Clemson spirit.
We are sure that the more common
definition of spirit is athletic spirit.
This cannot be the only phase but it is
a very important one. Here at Clemson
we are experiencing a rough football
season and we are soon to see the true
Clemson spirit come through. Those of
you that have the Clemson spirit in its
best sense will show it now.
If the team ever needed support it is
now. Those of you that go and stay at
the games now have that spirit far
more than those who cheered Clemson
on during the fat years.
The contrast between those who have

Inquisition

Recently a Rat was punished for not
wearing his hat while alone in Greenville. We asked Dean Cox's opinion on
this score and he said that he recommended to all that they not wear their
hats in foreign lands. In spite of this a
block C was cut in his head. Rat court,
that was too much. We need justice,
not an inquisition.

unbecoming, and resembles more a high
school hop than a college dance.

order. There are a rapidly-diminishing
number of people who still cling persist-

A certain degree of formality is nec-

The recent exhibition of clod-hopping, hog-calling confusion that took
place on the dance floor under the name
of big time entertainment reminded this
writer of a primitive rain dance around
an African campfire. It is unbelievable
how the musical taste of young America
could have changed so radically in the
last few years to the point of degeneracy it now suffers. This stagnation is
in part due to the fact that America
is blind to its own likes and dislikes.
Musical aestheticism is still present, but
it has been negated by the fluctuation
of national preferences and dance
crazes.
Another gripe concerns the sloppy
dress, both boys and girls, which is very

essary toward the creation and enhancement of a desirable dance atmosphere.
Both dances left a bitter taste (though
anticipated) in many mouths, but it was
the Saturday night fiasco, going so beyond the bounds of propriety and good
taste, that seems responsible for so
many curled lips and turned stomachs.
Hank Ballard has been at Clemson so
frequently, he must consider Clemson
his show business alma mater.
progressively worse

and

He gets

more

filthy

each time, yet still commands top
billing. Of course CDA does have financial ends to maintain, but they are obligated to the student body to present a
variety of music appealing to all.
It is apparent that these groups are
not received with enough enthusiasm to
warrant their continued appearances.
The day Clyde McPhatter or Hank Ballard outdraws a Dorsey or Marterietype band is indeed a sad day for American music.
Desjardins

he'll be able to have on campus the next year, and he
even sees, somewhere in the
back of his brain, the vague
outline of a college diploma...
So one mild day in September the One Semester
Flash arrives on campus.
With playing cards, church
key, and contraband copy of
Playboy stashed in his suitcase, he stands for a few minutes of silent meditation in
front of the Building of Administration. Inspired by the
great white statue of Our
Benefactor, he signs up for
engineering curriculum. Being an engineer should be pretty good, he thinks: engineers
make good money, and they
hold a lot of prestige in the
community. It doesn't matter
that he never opened his trig
book in high school, or that
he hasn't the faintest idea of
what an engineer does; after
all, six hundred other freshmen couldn't be wrong.
In his dormitory room, the
One Semester Flash discovers
a number of interesting things:
bridge, the bull session, and
the upperclassman who calls
himself God's gift to women
and whose amatory adventures, he tells the wide-eyed
rat, would make Cassanova
look like a Cub Scout. Off
campus he also comes to en-

counter
some
interesting
things, namely Bolton's,
Greenville, Phil's, Anderson,
and the local damsels. So the
One Semester Flash divides
his time approximately equally between bridge, bull sessions, Bolton's, and the damsels, and consequently he has
little time left over for the
books. But didn't everybody
tell him that the most important thing to learn in college was how to get along
with people, and nobody ever
learned how to get along with
people from studying European history. Then too, in
high school he never studied
except before the big quizzes,
and he did pretty well in
high school.
So the,One Semester Flash
falls under the influence of a
number of adventurous upperclassmen whose grade point
ratios lie very little above
unity, but who knows how to
get along with people capitally,
especially female people, and
therefore should be strictly
emulated.
However, the time of reckoning comes. After several
weeks of school, he has five
quizzes scheduled in four days
and decides to brush up on the
books a little. Unfortunately
he has to "brush up" on two
hundred pages of history, one

obtain

a scholarship

Once having enrolled at Clem-

school are pretty poor if you don't have a 3.5 grade
point ratio. On the other hand, if you are an agricultural or a textile major, your opportunities for securing a scholarship
are considerably enhanced even if
you have only a 3.0 GPR.
Why the disparity? It's not too
i ^~
difficult to understand. The fault
|jl -^mgfefe
lies not with the college nor with the
A ^ ■
contributing foundations and private
^^
funds. It is simply that most of the
scholarships are the grants of groups, foundations,
and companies primarily interested in furthering the
advance of the textile industry and agriculture.

feiggg*...

Material Standards Soar
And Beliefs Are No More
By BILL MEGGS
Editorial Columnist
After one quits the quest for
an answer to the age-old and
completely nonsensical question, What is life?, he turns
to an easy inquiry, What is
the good life? The answer
that a typical American would
give is stereotyped, for we belong to society in which materialistic
standards
have
soared and eclipsed all other
things of value.
In fact, one
wonders if there
are any values
in our society.
To measure the
worth of a person by the car
that he drives
or by the size
of his home
would certainly have nothing
to do with the person that
he is, but since this yardstick is the only one that is
used, there can be no true
measurement. One can excel only in the opinions of
others or in his own opinion.
One is sham, the other is
biased, so there is no way to
be of worth.
Some, in particular the existentialists, have tried to circumvent this difficulty by allowing an individual his own
opinion of himself. By making man completely free, there
are no guides to allow, one to
choose himself and know himself, so any world-view that
one chooses is a good one.
'Could it be that there is no
more order in the universe
than this, that man is an
amorphous creature trapped in
nothingness? In this day, one
almost thinks this to be true.
Fortunately, for our forefathers this was not the case.
During the middle ages and in
Puritan America, a man could
be pious and look inward with
great pride. Even his neigh-

It's One Semester Flash Season

By WILLIAM F. HAMILTON
Tiger Columnist
Around this time each year
a peculiar animal may be
seen running around the campusses of many state-supported schools including Clemson.
This animal is rather harmless, though not exactly tame.
He is rarely seen during the
second semester of the year,
though he is rather common
the first, and the same one is
rarely seen for more than a
year on campus. The curious thing about him is that
he looks almost exactly like
a college student. He is, of
course, the One Semester
Flash.
The One Semester Flash is
actually a displaced high
schooler who poses for a few
months as a college student.
His mind cannot adapt to the
change from high school to
college. He never lets you
forget that he was a good
student in high school even
though he hardly ever tried.
So he comes to college and
hardly ever tries . . .
The One Semester Flash
comes to college with visions
of sugar plums dancing in his
head. He sees beautiful women clamoring for him, he sees
a suave upperclassman pouring him a drink at a fraternity
party, he sees the big car

tried to

your chances of obtaining a scholarship from the

Ideas And Opinions

At the first student senate meeting
this year a resolution was introduced
that would urge the Rat court to speedy
and severe action. The resolution was
defeated, largely because the student
senators could see more danger in an
overzealous Rat court than in a lax
one.

you ever

son, if you are an engineering, science, or arts major,

The Clemson spirit is a great builder
and has over the years been behind the
many changes for the good that have
come to Clemson. There are those who
say that the spirit is dying or that the
loss of Rats would kill it. Perhaps the
tendency to raise hell in Clemson's
name is dying, but Clemson spirit was
never stronger

about the "dance" last weekend are in

ently to the idea that dance music finds
its main attraction and pleasure in its
beauty, its grace and its listening enjoyment. Good music, dance or not,
provides an enrapturing quality that
binds the listener by its mere power of
mood or intensity.

Have

through the college?

the Clemson spirit and those who go to
a lot of trouble to appear as though they
do is most apparent in the alumni. The
men who quietly contribute to the
alumni fund and perhaps IPTAY and
who do their part to build Clemson's
reputation as a University, of course,
have school spirit.
The Question is do those alumni who
contribute to a new car for the coach
and then burn him in effigy have that
spirit? We think not. How about the
alumni or undergraduate who spends
most of his waking hours lamenting the
long lost good old days when professors
were underpaid, PhDs were rare and
the "Rat system" flourished.

Dance Or Rain Dance?
Perhaps a few well-chosen words

*

Clemson Needs
Scholarship Fund
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Notes And Comments

hundred of math, and one hundred of chemistry all of which
he has never read. Naturally
the results of his quizzes are
disastrous, but, unperturbed,
the One Semester Flash tells
himself that he wasn't cut out
to be a brain anyway and
proceeds to outdo his classmates in hell raising. The
semester grinds on, and he
writes his mother that his
courses are unbelievably difficult. He is, however, having
a real ball.
Finally, the end of the semester comes around, and the
One Semester Flash's grade
point ratio isn't too spectacular; in fact, it is a stark
0.3. At this point he decides
he wasn't cut out to be an
engineer; in fact, he decides
he wasn't cut out for college,
and drops out of school, never
to have his happy face seen
on campus again.
So ends the college career
of the One Semester Flash.
He didn't learn much about
math and he didn't get to be
much of an engineer, but he
had a helluva good time, and
he learned a plenty about
getting along with people.
But one last word to upperclassmen: if there are any One
Semester Flashes on your
hall, be nice to them. They
won't be here much longer.

bors would hallow the hollow
acts and hypocritical deeds
that often resulted. But as
society and science have
boomed forward, the old system of order in one's life has
been antidated, and no new
system, no new and popular
sytem, has risen to replace
that which has been lost. Our
thinkers have put much time
on the problem, but they have
been mostly concerned with
stating it and illustrating it
in literary ways. No great
leader has emerged to either
synthesize ideas or create a
new form that will characterize modern man. Until its
long hoped for arrival, an individual will have to make a
choice in order to give meaning to his life. He can cling
to outmoded beliefs which he
neither believes nor practices.
He can join the host of Amer-

icans and place material
standards high. One who does
this usually finds that his life
degenerates into getting married, as he should, having a
few kids, as he should, doing a routine task on a pay
scale that goes up with years,
and dying.
As another alternative, a
man may search his soul for
some idealistic motivation and
pursue it with rigor. This
choice usually results in a
measure of satisfaction which
is necessary in order to replace that which he will lose
in the eyes of his fellow men.
In years to come, those who
make critical evaluations of
the now that w*e know will
find definite patterns which no
one can see, being so close,
and they'll know us, but will
they know them. And such is
the problem of the ages.

Carolina Tickets

"We Thank You,
Carolina Hens"
By STAN WOODWARD
Tiger Columnist
(I just got my tickets to the
South Carolina-Clemson football game, and I've got an axe
to grind. Excuse me if I
sound like Jake Penland in
reverse.)
Before you choke over the
title of this article fellow
Clemson men (and women),
let me immediately classify
my ordinarily inexcusable verbal iniquity. The title is in
reference to the "seats" alloted to Clemson for the Clemson-Carolina game.
Those who can recall attending the Big Thursday games
will, remember sitting on the
forty yard line in the Tiger
student section. In those days
the big complaint was having
to sit with the sun shining in
your eyes. Today, we wish the
sun was all we had to complain about, for now we have
to sit on the same side of the
field as the Carolina student
body. We find ourselves located in one of the four armpits of abominable Carolina "stadium". If you are
a Clemson senior, you were
probably lucky enough to sit
on the goal line, but if you are
a freshman, you are probably
located in the very center of
the northeast armpit.
Along with the psychological
advantages of having a cold,
morbid, coffin-like, and poorly
planned stadium, Carolina
seats its student section on
our side of the field on the
fifty yard line. To say that
this imposes a slight psychological disadvantage on the
Clemson football team, which
is located immediately in front
of the band and cheering section of Carolina, would be a
gross understatement. Knowing Gamecock ethics, I imagine the band and cheering
section will make most effective use of their position of
harassment

In addition to these disadvantages, it is tempting fate
to place Carolina's student
body on the same side of the
field with Clemson's, a move
to be blamed on some "responsible" soul should any
form of violence break out.
Fortunately, our administration has more concern for the
prevention of the outbreak of
conflict between student
bodies at Death Valley. This
is one of the factors which
creates a pleasant competitive atmosphere at a football
game, thus enabling the spectator to enjoy his visit to Clemson, an important tradition at
our school. If it weren't
that Clemson fans would follow
the Tigers to the ends of the
earth, it would be intolerable
to pay $5.75 for the inconvenience and discomfort of Carolina stadium.
I would like to clarify a fact
concerning the distribution of
seats to Clemson away games.
It is a general policy of the
ticket managers to reserve
better than average tickets for
the Clemson students. This is
fair enough, considering their
responsibility to IPTAY members. These above average
seats are in the northeast
corner of the stadium, straddling the coffin corner of the
end zone. This should indicate
the "quality" of seats Clemson was alotted.
Though it is evident that
Clemson holds no great love
for Carolina, as witnessed on
one Saturday out of the year,
I want to take this opportunity
to say, "Thank you, Carolina."
Thank you for adding another
to the list of incentives to beat
you. Thank you for assuring
us that you have not changed,
that you are the same old Carolina, with utter disregard for
your guest opponents in Carolina stadium. Thank you for
helping us want to Beat Hell
Out Of Carolina more than
everl

It is reasonable that a company or individual
whose main interest is textiles will desire that his
contribution be given to a textile major. The same
holds true for agricultural foundations. Since South
Carolina is the home base of many textile companies
and also is essentially an agricultural area, most of
our scholarships are designated for students majoring
in these fields.
But what about the engineering, science, or arts
student. What will his chance for a scholarship be in
the future? If more scholarships are to be offered to
these other students, the money will probably have
to come from industry, the government, or perhaps
the alumni.
Until the day conges when we have more industry
in South Carolina, this will not be a significant source
of grant money for Clemson students other than the
already fortunate textile students.
Discounting government assistance in the near
future, the burden falls upon the alumni. And rightly
so. One of the marks of many of our great colleges
and universities is heavy alumni endowment and support.
Sure, we have the Alumni Fund, but have you
compared the annual contributions to this fund with
the contributions to IPTAY in recent years or in just «
about any year for that matter. And the publicity
and push given to the Alurrmi Fund doesn't come close
to that accorded IPTAY.
A worthwhile project for our alumni, and for us as
future alumni, would be to start an organization solely
for raising money for academic scholarships. Actually, it is surprising that such a movement hasn't
been started before.
Many students have expressed the opinion that
they would much prefer to contribute to the academic
support of Clemson rather than to the support of
elaborate intercollegiate athletic programs when they
graduate. This seems to be an increasingly popular
sentiment on campus, and it would seem advisable
to take advantage of it now.
Possibly many of our present alumni as well as
other interested parties in the state feel the same
way. What is needed is a nucleus of interested alumni ready to get things started. If only part of the time,
energy, and publicity devoted to , IPTAY were used
for this purpose, success would necessarily follow.
At a time when Clemson is pushing her academic
horizons with ever increasing effort, the alumni
should come to her aid. An active alumni is an integral part of any significant seat of higher learning.
Clemson is no different and should expect nor receive
anything less than that received by other institutions.
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Baton Beauty

Lonely Heart,
Lonely Growd
By JOHN FOWLER
TIGER FEATURE EDITOR

~

T

Clemson has a new sweetheart.
Her name is Jo Anne Cheek and her baton ballet
in Death Valley has already thrilled thousands of spectators.
Jo Anne came to Clemson from South Mecklenburg
High School in Charlotte. A freshman and the Tiger
Band's only majorette, she was chosen last spring on
the basis of talent and previous honors, for an athletic
scholarship to twirl for the Clemson marching band.
A history major, she plans to teach after graduation
and eventually to be a dance instructor.
She has been twirling since her early childhood
and has won an aggregate of 144 trophies on majorette
competition, and 37 titles and championship awards.
She was voted "most talented" in her senior class
at South Mecklenburg, where she was head majorette
with the band for four years. She was four times se<
lected .as National Strutting Champion, was Miss
American Legion in 1962, and- Majorette Princess of
America in 1958.
In 1962 she made her most noteworthy accomplish
ment, when she won the title Majorette Queen of
America.
More than these things, Jo Anne is an avid dancer.
She has practiced dancing off and on for twelve years.
She is also a clarinetist, and has plans for playing in
the Clemson Concert Band later this year.
Statistics, however, do not make sweethearts.
There is something else, something nearly indefinable
which has already won so many hearts over to her. It
might be called audience appeal or gusto or what-haveyou, but mostly it just seems that she enjoys the mas
tery of twirling.
When our Tiger Band, with its new uniforms, step
out on the field, competing for the crowd with th
University of Georgia Band, we already know whicl
one the crowd will favor.
We will match our single beauty against the en
emy's entire majorette corps and not be worried ove
which will come out on top.
For our sweetheart has a secret.
When she throws her baton high up over the
, crowd, her heart goes with it.
And that is all the difference.
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...but then,after all
that fumbling,groaning
and shaking, the
.Mountain laboured
arid gave birth to

...a Mouse*.

That's all very
well, but is
merely a fable..,
and a3 such is
not applicable
to true life!

you're
wrong,

you
precocious
brat!

Earle Leads Seniors

Army ROTC Cadet Captain E. not care for Attorney General
By CHARLES HILL
Preston Earle is commander of Robert Kennedy. "Bobby Kennedy
Tiger Feature Writer
The president of the graduating D. Company. He was also a mem- ts a lot of blame because he
has to do the President's dirty
class of 1964 at, Clemson is E. ber of the Pershing Rifles.
Preston Earle, a chemical engi- Preston is a member of many work," Preston explained, "but I
neering major from Greensboro, campus honorary societies—Tau still don't like his attitude."
North Carolina. As chief execu- Beta Pi, Phi Kappa Phi, Blue When Preston entered Clemson
tive of the senior class, his duties Key, Tiger Brotherhood, and Scab- as a freshman, he took advanced
examinations
in
involve making arrangements for bard and Blade. He is also a placement
class rings, Senior Day, diplomas, member of Kappa Delta Chi fra- chemistry, math, and English. As
caps and gowns, invitations, and ternity. He enjoys fraternity life a result of these tests, he was
the publicity for these events. He and points with pride to the fact given the grade of A in each of
is an ex-officio member of the that his fraternity has won the these courses and a total of twelve
Homecoming Display Contest semester hours credit. He was
Executive Committee.
Commenting on this year's stu- and the Tigerama competition also one of the first R. F. Pools
Memorial Scholars. He has maindent government, Preston said for the past two years.
that it is very good and has made Preston is against the abolish- tained a high grade point ratio
much progress, although "it still ment of the rat system, but he throughout his college career.
has a long way to go." A recent would like to see it concentrated,
material gain that the student shortened, and better organized,
RAVISHING
government has acheived is that He thinks rat season should last
it has enabled students to park about six weeks, and end about
(Continued from Page 1)
on the quadrangle on dance the second or third week in Octo- Contestant judges were Dr.
weekends, which was previous- ber.
Frank Burtner, Professor of Socily against college regulations.
In politics, Mr. Earle is a Ken- ology; Miss Susan Brown, ProPreston is the vice-chairman nedy man and holds a low opinion fessor of Government and Law;
for South Carolina for the South- of Senator Gold<water. Although he and Dean Harlan McClure, Dean
ern University Student Govern- likes President Kennedy, he does of Architecture.
ment Association, or SUSGA.
His duties include sending correspondance to other member
chapters, writing letters, and
making trips. This week he is
attending a SUSGA convention in
Florida.
Preston's major is chemical engineering. He plans to go to
graduate school, probably at
Clemson, and continue taking
chemical engineering courses.
His thesis topic concerns the flow
Pretty Jo Anne Cheek, Tiger Band majorette, shows her talent in front of Clemson's famed of liquids through expanding and
contracting tubes.
marching: band. Her twirling- has netted her a scholarship and much applause, to boot.

Preston Earle

Wage Program Promotes Relations
By WILLIAM M. BROWN
Tiger Feature Writer
The system for compensating
a employee for his work has
volved slowly down through the
jes until it has reached the level
hich it has obtained today.
This evolution has consisted of
'.ie worker being brought out of
ave labor through the sweat
hops to the union shops and open
lops. The employee's status in
Dciety, conditions for working,
nd compensation for work have
aken great strides forward in the
ast few decades, and in the latter case we are concerned.
U. S. Wage Programs
In modern United States the
lopular methods of compensating
the employee for his labor are
determined by the hours of production, the number of pieces produced or processed during a given amount of time, and a combination of both of these. In this
time of frequent strikes and boycotts, the latter of the three programs is beginning to gain the
popular support of both the employers and the employees
throughout the nation.

Wage-Incentive Program
are predictable with a high de- five years as far as working conThe name commonly used to gree of accuracy. The system, ditions and labor-management redenote this program is the wage- also, stimulates better manage- lations are concerned.
incentive program. Through this ment by calling attention to deprogram, the employee receives lays; extra operations; rework, The wage-incentive program
a basic hourly wage to remuner- abnormalities in materials, me- has proven ty be beneficial. It
ate him for the work that he per- thods, or machineing, and facili- has helped employees get better
forms; this is supplemented by tates reliable production schedulwages and share in the profits
an opportunity for incentive pay. ing.
manufacturers
have and has helped management to
A worker is paid for a fair These
spent
large
monetary
sums
on
es- obtain higher production and
day's work—a statistical estimation of the amount of production tablishing this program. Many quality without use of force or
on a given job by the average employees take advantage of this threats.
employee at the normal working opportunity, and the majority of
Acknowledgements
pace—and is then paid extra for them can make one and a half
the amount of production above times the fair day's pay. Numer- This article was made possible
the fair days work production ous times, an efficient, energetic through the information and exoperator can make more pay than
quota.
some of the office personnel.
perience obtained from the Kiowa
Program Advantages
Corporation (die-casters in alumBetter
Working
Relations
The manufacturers who use
Labor
and
management
have
inum and zinc) in Marshalltown,
this program tend to favor it
above the other programs because really come far these last twenty- [Iowa.
it' stimulates the employee to perform proficiently, to maintain a
constant effort over several hours, IP(P1^
tn:'.*Ci»t, n
and to remain on the job during
the working hours.
The incentive program aids cost
and induces better management.
The labor costs for work that is
measured will be practically constant; therefore, the labor costs

E. Preston Earle, modest, talented, and well-liked President
of the Class of '64, has received many honors during his residence at Clemson. A Poole Scholar, he has found time to
participate in many student activities and still maintain an
excellent G. P. R.

««.«.!">•!

...and each -Pall a
Mountain called

For long ago in a
faraway and exotic
land called America,
such a birth was
an annual autumn
Kite...

TV Industry gave

birth to a Mouse

called Fall Schedule!

SAVE 3<P OK YOUR NEXT EAGLE
INISHOWEN CHEVIOT SHIRT!
.;■■■;:,'"'

initiative:

RINGS

If you had the time—you could do the computations which the biggest data processing systems do. I But they do them at electronic
speed and without tiring. I It calls for constant
initiative to make them work better for us. I
You needn't know anything about them to start
with. I IBM' has an education program for
continued training. I
Ask your college placement officer for our brochures—and for an appointment when the IBM
representative is interviewing on campus. I
IBM is an Equal Opportunity Employer. I
If you cannot attend the interview, write: I
Manager of College Relations, I IBM Corp.,
590 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. I
MOVE AHEAD: SEE

IBM.

EVER interested in modern promotional techniques, exterior garment mer' chandising-wise, we at Eagle?have devoted particular attention of late to
the commercial practices of our colleagues m the tunafish, soup and soap lines.
+$* It seems that these three diverse industries have all discovered that by
offering you a free discount coupon good for three cents off the purchase price
of their product, they can lure you down to the neighborhood store. *f» Well,
we have been considering various ways to market (we believe that's the word
they use) our Inishowen Cheviot Brooketowne. The first two adjectives describe
a heavy herringbone oxford designed by our shirting gourmet who describes this
fabric as meaty. Brooketowne is our tapered body button-down with the sloppy
bulge we used to call flare before everyone else did too. *f* So, tunafish on the
mind, we decided to dip into that great fund of American advertising knowhow.
♦I* Friends! as soon as you've written us to learn the name of your nearest
Eagle dealer (not all Eagle shirts have the Eagle label in them, recall), and we
answer you, and you need a shirt, run! don't walk and claim your Eagle I. C.
shirt at three cents off! At once!
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For Style
Quality and Value
True artistry is expressed in
the brilliant fashion styling of
every Keepsake diamond engagement ring. Each setting is
a masterpiece of design, reflecting the full brilliance and
beauty of the center diamond
... a perfect gem of flawless

OCT. 30 & 31

clarity, fine color and meticulous modern cut.

i
.i

Authorized Keepsake Jewelers may be listed in the Yellow

SHOP AT

Pages. Visit one in your area

MARY LEE'S

and choose from many beauti-

DRESSES, SPORTS WEAR, ACCESSORIES

ful styles, each with the name

110 N. MAIN ST.

"Keepsake" in the ring and on

ANDERSON

the tag.

iSTORE COUPON

3.
SAVE 3* ON YOUR VERY NEXT
(p 4 EAGLE INISHOWEN CHEVIOT SHIRT!
(Price before discount, about $7.50)
MR. DEALER: For your convenience in obtaining prompt accurate payment for this coupon, send it to Eagle Shirtmakers, Herringbone
Oxford Inishowen Cheviot Brooketowne Prompt Accurate Payment Department, Quakertown, Pennsylvania (Attn. Miss Afflerbach).
Offer void where prohibited, restricted, or ignored. Only one (I) coupon per customer. Cash value: 1/100 of one cent. Eagle Shirtmakers.

76 Years of Dependable Service

LUNNEY'S DRUG STORE

f 1963 EAGLE SHIRTMAKERS, QUAKERTOWN*. PENNSYLVANIA

Dave M. Garrison
Dial 882-2381

Seneca, S. C.

THE
EL DORADO RESTAURANT
"THE CADILLAC OF RESTAURANT^"
2921 North Main Street
Pruitt's Shopping Center
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send two new booklets, "How to Plan Your Engagement and Wedding"
and "Choosing Your Diamond Rings," both for only 25<z. Also send special
offer of beautiful 44 page Bride's Book.
NameAddressCity

-Co.

-State-

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, SYRACUSE 2, NEW YORK, 13202

Belk-Simpson's Saxon Shop
IN GREENVILLE
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State's Wolfpack Stops Tigers

-3

Stake A Claim
For ACC Title
Rossi To Barlow Pass
Nets Game's Only T.D.
By RICHIE PARRIS
Tiger Sports Writer
It was the second quarter. The Wolfpack was
trailing in a game for the first time this season,
with Clemson leading 3-0. State had the ball at
their own 23 and were faced with a second down
and 20-to-go situation. Rossi faded back, fired a
pass towards end Ray Barlow - - - the Tiger defender fell down at our own 45, watching from a ,
prone position as the scoreboard tallied 6 points for
State. That precarious play tells the tale in itself;
in essence, the game was over. A break for State,
a 77-yard scoring "display," and the hapless Tigers
were sent sprawling to their third consecutive setback of the season.
It's too bad the game statistics
don't play a role in deciding the fumble on fourth down caused us
victor of the contest, for we de- to lose possession of the ball. At
cidedly won the statistical battle. the time Clemson was at the
The Tigers amassed a total of State 16.
202 yards rushing, as compared
Only a 22-yard field goal off
to a meager 67 for N. C. State's
charges. We moved the pigskin the toe of Frank Pearce avertup and down the gridiron for first ed a shutout for the Tigers. The
downs 150 per cent better than ball sailed through the crossthey—15 to 6. And except for the bars with six minutes and fiftyscoring strike from Rossi to Bar-1 six seconds remaining in the
low, the Pack was not able to opening half. Clemson had drivpenetrate our territory until the en from the State 48 to the
Wolfpack five in 13 plays but,
final quarter of the game.
Fumble-itis, an alert State de- finding they could go no farther,
fense, and not enough Tiger-punch reluctantly settled for the 3deadened many scoring oppor- pointer. As good "hindsight"
tunities Clemson had during the depicts, it wasn't enough.
balmy afternoon. Early in the Rossi completed nine of twentygame the Clemson gridders mus- four passes via the air route,
tered up a drive which suddenly while Clemson's Parker and Ray
found them at the Wolfpack's 2- were true on twelve of twentyyard line. We were stopped cold. one aerial bombs. Billy Ward was
Another good drive, which had Clemson's leading ground gainer
carried the Tigers to State's 25- with 38 yards in 10 carries, while
yard line, was blown short by the fullback Pat Crain ground out
Clemson's FRANK PEARCE (43) is shown scoring the Tigers' quarter of last Saturday's game. Clemson's JIM PARKER all-conference end DON MONTGOMERY (84) watches, (Pho- half time whistle. Still another yardage to the tune of 36 yards
Clemson threat was depleted in 16 trips with the ball. Fullonly 3 points as he hoots a 22 yard field goal in the second (14) holds while at far right State's all-conference guard to by Lank)
BILL SULLIVAN (63) makes futile lunge at ball as State's
when, in the third quarter, a back Pete Falzarano was the
Pack's top rusher, compiling 21
yards in 6 tries.
OPEN FRESHMEN MEET

The Pack Moves Out

1963 KICKOFF

Alley-oop!

scrim
blocking past the line of scrimage. To make a first down a
earn must cross one white line—
lineteam
the lines are twenty yards apart.
If the game ends in a tie, the
team to gain the most yardage
in four downs from mid-field
wins.

The first series of games,
starting the week of Sept. 30,
were typical of the season.
Three of the games were runaways. Charleston Area, three
time farmer champions, and
last years runner-up overwhelmed Nu Epsilon 56-0 with
a fine display of offensive power and a staunch defense. B6,
playing with only 7 men, served
notice that they were contenders by trouncing C5, 34-0. And
AATCC raced over F2, 26-0.
Two were forfeits, F4 to Dorm
8 (right) and C6 to F3. The remainder of the games were
tight contests with breaks and
unusual plays deciding the outcome.
Phi Kappa Delta started the
ball rolling for the fraternities by
edging out Dorchester County, 7-0.
The lone touchdown was scored
on a pass from Tom Carothers
to Charlie Miller. DKA followed,
sneaking by E3 in a Montana
playoff, 14-13. On an odd play an
end for DKA raced over the goal
on the last play of the first half
as the defenders stood watching,
thinking the play blown dead. E3
came roaring back in the second
half to tie the game 13-13 on end
runs by Jimmy Secton. However,
DKA took the decision in the
playoff.
The A9 "Boorays" smashed over for two touchdowns in the first
half and held Dorm 8 (left) scoreless to win 14-0. Both scores
came on passes from quarterback
John Harrison; one to center Mar-

freshmen get your running and
jumping shoes out and start limbering up. Perhaps there's a
Ralph Boston or John Pennell or
Robert Hayes hiding in the student body. Further details for
the meet appear in next week's
Tiger.

The State defeat marked the
first time the Tigers have succumbed to their three opening opponents in the entirety of Frank
Howard's coaching career, which
has spanned over a period of 33
years.

By SAMMIE CARROS
yard dash, 880 yard run, mile
Tiger Sports Writer
run, 60 yard high hurdles, and
Attention, Freshmen! Can you the 120 yards intermediate hurrun the hundred in 9.1 seconds? dles. The field events for- the
Can you pole vault 17 feet with jumpers and muscle boys will
a fiber glass pole? Can you put consist of the high jump, pole
the shot 70 feet? Can you broad j vault" br°ad Jump, shot put, javejump 27 feet? Well, don't worry lin, and discus.
if you can't. All rats will have a "I would like to urge all freshchance to see how well they can men to come out, for possible
do, however, in track and field. members of this spring's frosh
Track coach Pee Wee Green- team will be selected from this
field is planning three big days meet,' said Coach Greenfield. Two
just for freshmen. On October, of the outstanding members of
21, 22, and 23 any rat who has the varsity squad Jimmy Wynn
not been enrolled in a school and Carter Leland are both proabove the high school level for ducts of this meet. Jimmy is
more than one year and who is conference and state champ in the
not receiving a grant-in-aid in 10 and 20 yard dashes and also
track is eligible. Track shoes will holds the state record for both
be available on a first come first events. He had the best time of
serve basis. Just go by and see 9.5 in the 100 yard dash in this
Coach Greenfield. Events will berat meet when he was a frosh.
gin at 5:30 on the first two days. Cater is the conference and broad
The time for the finals on the jump champ and had the best
23rd will depend on the weather. jump of 24 feet five inches in
Many of the track and field this freshman meet.
events will be held. For the fleet
of foot and long-winded there will As you can see this meet has
ion Shealy, the other to end Larr;
Larry be the following: 60 yard dash, been very lucrative for track and
Harmon. Prarik
Frarik Falls interceptei
intercepted 100 yard dash, 220 yard dash, 440 field at Clemson. All of you
three passes tn
to kill norm
Dorm a8 hnnes
hopes
Dillon County whipped C8, 8-0,
with Bill Gerard the outstanding
back.

Intramural Roundup

By ERNEST
tNEST STALLWORTH I| tramural football program will
Tiger
appear until all but one have
ger Sports Writer
It's kickoff
:koff time for the 1963
1963! compiled two losses and a. new
intramural season! The Tiger will|football champion is crowned,
start the new year with complete For the benefit of you rats (and
coverage of intramurals for the some upperclassmen) here are
first time in the eight years Coach some of the rules. There are only
Wilhelm has headed the intramur- nine men on a team and each
al program here at Clemson. In is eligible for a pass and can
this column each week, the forty- throw the ball anywhere on the
eight teams that compose the in- field. There is to be no contact

Hey! Rats! Can You:
Run, Jump Or Throw?

Each team missed an attempted field goal. Pearce was true
but short on a 52-yarder midway
of the opening period, and State's
Andrews barely missed on his try
from the Clemson 30, the kick being a little off to the right.

CAILLIET

from Page 1)
Daniel Revisited from(Continued
the French National ConserHe holds the Doctor of
Music degree from the PhiladelBy Col. Walter Cox vatory.
phia Music Academy. His profes-

Cadet Col. Walter T. Cox, Jr.,
spoke at his alma mater, Daniel
High School, during a chapel
progran devoted to a study of
the various ROTC programs.
Army, Air Force, and Navy
ROTC were represented.
Col. Cox explained why he
joined the Army ROTC program, mentioning its educational value, pay, and leadership
opportunities. "Why not receive the privileges and pay of
an officer while you serve your
country?" he asked.

Has Fogle Got It?

Section 20 defeated E6, 13-11, in
a wierd game that saw E6 score
two safeties and each team intercept a pass for a TD. D3 edged
A7 in a Montana playof 7-6. They
scored on a 60 yard pass to Stan
Arrington for the win. In a tight
defensive game Numeral Society
whipped E5 6-0.
D6 scorched D5, 13-6, with Bob
Hendrix and Pete Hecht starring
for the winners. The Kelly Road
boys, a team much feared, opened
by defeating Sigma Alpha Zeta,
13-8. A8 whipped B8, 6-0, on a
five yard pass thrown by Dave
Weeks. And in a fierce struggle
of defenses B9, though threatening three times, went down to defeat on an interception by TriCounty, 6-0. (If your hall was not
represented in this column, have
your team captain bring a summary of your game by B-906 before dealine on Monday.)

A. u. u.

Standings
TEAMS
W.
DUKE
3
N. C. STATE
2
NORTH CAROLINA ..2
SOUTH CAROLINA ..1
CLEMSON
0
WAKE FOREST
0
VIRGINIA
0
MARYLAND
0

L
0
0
0
1
1
1
2
3

sional career includes many years
as bass clarinetist and arranger
with the Philadelphia Orchestra.
He served on the faculty of the
University of Southern California,
and is a former conductor for the •'
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo. Presently he is conductor of the
Kenosha Symphony Orchestra. He
has published over a hundred
compositions for band and orchestra and has in recent years written and conducted the scores for
many of Hollywood's top ranking
motion pictures. He did the orchestration for "The Ten Commandments." The processional,
"Academic Pageantry for Band"
was written especially for this
year's Band Day performance.
Guest Conductors
Guest conductors for Band Day
in the past have included Frank
A. Piersol, Byron L. Autry, CDR.
J. D. McDonald, USNR, and Walter Buler.
For the fifth consecutive year,
Mr. Morgan Brenner, Color Guard
Coordinator, returned to the
Clemson College campus for Band
Day activities. In addition to his '
regular duties as instructor of the
William Penn High School color
guard in York, Pa., and director of the Pennsylvania state
champion all-girl color guard
"Les Guillitiniers," Mr. Brenner
is an adjudicator in the Ail-American Association of Contest
Judges, National Commissioner of
Color Guards for the Ail-American Association of Contest Judges,
and is National Commissioner of
Color Guards for the All-American
Drum and Bugle Corps and Band
Association.
Twirling Coordinators
Lou Fain and Jo Anne Cheek,
combined as Twirling Coordinators for Band Day. Mrs. Fain, director of the Fain School of
Dancing in Clemson, is entering
her second year as twirling coordinator for Band Day. Miss
Cheek, a Clemson College fresh- .
man from Charlotte, N. C, made '
her twirling debut on Band Day
in Death Valley, the Clemson College Stadium. Miss Cheek's most
prized honor is the title of "Majorette Queen of America, 1962."
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Bald Barons Boys Battle Bulldogs
Tigers Look
For 1st Win

Play Here This Weekend

Clemson Frosh Wins 1st.
Rolls Over Wake Forest
is having his troubles this year
of glory that day.
Clemson scored its third T.D. with punting and winning, very
early in the second half when
The Clemson Frosh football Robert Hughes recovered a Wake happy next year.
Freshman coach McMillan hadteam, displaying a swift set of Forest fumble on the 40.
backs and an unbelievable punter
Williams wasted no time in get- words of praise for Hostelter, Wilbehind a stone wall line, rolled
ting to work. On first down he liams, Doley, Smith, and Gunnells
past the Wake Forest Deacons in passed to end Hoss Hostelter on and for the remainder of the team
its opening game last Friday, 21- the 15 and ole' Hoss barrelled which played a great game of
ball.
With Carl Williams of Clarks- over two Deacons to score, but At eight o'clock tomorrow night,
the play was nullified due to an
ville, Ga., calling the signals, illegal procedure penalty.
the Tigers play a tough Georgia
Oemson proved its superiority
team at Georgia in a game sponearly in the game by moving 92 Clemson came right back as sored by the Shrine Bowl.
Williams
continued
his
sharpyards in the first quarter for the
Quarterback Carl Williams has
initial score. Fullback Tonte shooting. He hit Doley at the 19 been elected to serve as captain
and
on
the
next
play,
Doley
ran
Smith, 6' 2", 210 workhorse, scorfor the second straight game,
ed from the three to climax a the ball to the 12 yard line. Half- along with right end Hostelter.
back
Frank
Libertore
then
slashvery impressive drive.
Midway through the second ed over right tackle for the final
quarter safety man Tom Doley touchdown for Clemson. Barfield
SIGNIFICANT
of Baltimore, Md., no relation to kicked the PAT.
The
Tiger
line
was
especially
another fast fellow of earlier
(Continued from Page 1)
days, pnt on a stunning display outstanding, particularly in the There will be about 3,000 TAPS
of running when he took a Wake second half when it held the Dea- sold this year. They will be on
Forest punt on his eight yard cons to one first down and 20 sale at mid-semester and throughline and returned it 92 yards to yards rushing.
out the year. Wayne Kennedy,
Clemson Q. B. Carl Williams i Editor of Taps, reminds you
score for Clemson. Doley first
broke open on the right side- completed 5 of 10 passes for 79 i TAPS is your book. Within its
lines and proceeded to thunder yards. End Hostelter caught three covers lie the football games,
upfieW behind the destructive of those passes for 59 yards.
dances, classmates, and profesThe Tigers gained a total of 259 sors of 1963-64. Buy a TAPS.
blocking of the orange-shirted
Tigers. He continued to the Dea- yards as compared to the Deacons |You'E have these, moments to
con thirty where he cut back to 194 yards. Tiger defense held ■ remember."
the inside to avoid a Wake For- Wake Forest to 31 yards passing
est defensive back. He quickly and forced them to punt 9 times
outmaneuvered him on the 25 to | for an average of 36.6 yards per
score untouched. Donald Bar- punt.
Clemson's punting was really
field kicked his second PAT of
remarkable because of a player
the day.
W L GB
Behind 14-0, Wake Forest began named Don Barfield of Charleston,
South
Carolina.
He
puntits only successful series of plays
Cleave
44
16
—
of the bright, windless afternoon. ed four times for ah average of
Carros
42
18
2
Glen Regatz carried the ball four 53.4 yds. a punt. His two longtimes for 40 yards in the eleven est were a 59 yarder and one
Craft
41
1»
3
play drive which began on the for 51 yards. Donald has the poLempesis .. ■■ •• .* 39
21
5
I Wake Forest 32 yard line. Regatz- tential to become one of the
Parris
37
23
7
I was instrumental in the drive, but most outstanding college puntit took a heroic catch by end Tom ers ever. He was the first boy
Linn
36
24
3
Spina to put Wake Forest in scor- in the Charleston area to kick a
Sanders
36
24
8
i ing position on the two. Then field goal in a high school game
Fishbein
35
25
9
quarterback Ken Huaswald sneak- and has been known to punt the
j ed over left guard to give Wake ball over 75 yards. This should
Forest its one and only moment make a certain individual, who
By NICK LEMPESIS
Tiger Sports Writer

By BILLY LINN
Tiger Sports Writer
For the fourth consecutive week, the Clemson College Tigers will be looking for their first win of the
year. To break the woes of losing, the Tigers must
hurdle a very formidable foe—the Georgia Bulldogs.
The Bulldogs, improving steadily after an opening
loss to Alabama, have raced through Vanderbilt and
South Carolina to bring a 2-1 record into Death Valley.
Their most impressive win was the 27-7 rout of South
Carolina, considered no slouch in the ACC.
Georgia has a squad that includes twenty-five lettermen, with at least one at every position. The Bulldog eleven doesn't boast an array of big, beefy players,
but speed is one of their most valuable assets.
Georgia runs basically from
the T-formation, and spearhead- i Rakestraw last year against
ing their offense is quarterback Clemson, which was the longest
Larry Rakestraw. Rakestraw pass gain in the SEC in 1962.
is one in a long line of great
Others who will see plenty of
Georgia quarterbacks.
Last
year, as a junior, Rakestraw action in the Bulldog backfield
was the number two passer in are left half Fred Barber and
the tough SEC. He completed right halfbacks Billy Knowles
78 of 169 passing attempts for and Carlton Guthrie. Knowles is
1135 yards. Of these comple- the Georgia team captain and is
tions, eight went for touch- a member of the All-SEC alldowns. The Tigers know Rake- scholastic first team.
Leading the fast improving
straw will have his arm limber, and fans can expect to see Georgia line is tackle Ray Rissmiller. The Tigers can expect to
the air filled with passes.
i favorite target is hear plenty of growling from this
6:2, 227 lb. right end Mickey]lovable 6:4, 230 lb. giant. ManBab, another one of the mur- Ining the other tackle slot will be
derous ends Clemson must face Benny Boyd, who received the
this year. In 1962, Babb caught outstanding lineman award du20 passes for 354 yards, but only ring spring drills. Boyd's vital
one of these receptions went for statistics are 6:2, 225 lbs.—mean
a touchdown. Expected to share j Georgia's interior line is their
duty at the left end post will be j only question mark. Center Len
Barry Wilson and Ray Crawford.! Houss, first team in 1961 and
Rakestraw's touchdown partner 1962, will answer a majority of
is left halfback Don Porterfield. the questions if his injured knee
Hobbled by injuries in 1962, Por- doesn't slow him up too much,
but four of the receptions coun-; Backing up Houss at center will
but four of ths rcptions coun- be a very promising sophmore,
ted six points on the scoreboard. Ken Davis.
Many Clemson fans undoubtedly Heading the slightly inexperremember the Rakestraw-to-Por- ienced guard posts will be Joel
terfield caught only nine passes, \ Darden and Terry Scott. Howevf*
for 74 yards and a touchdown! er, the Georgia coaching staff has
against the Tigers last year. | high hopes that these two will alClemson's pass defense willileviate the problem at guard.
Georgia prides itself in having
have their hands full trying to
contain the speedy Porterfield. outstanding specialists, and Bill
Starting at fullback for the McCullough is no exception. McBulldogs will be Frank Lanke- Cullough is the field goal, extra
wicz.
A junior,
Lankewicz point kicker and has the knack These four players lead the Georgia Bulldogs against the Tigers tomorrow. Last year halfback Porterfield snagged a 74 yard TD toss and fullback Lankewicz grabbed a 77 yarder for
wrestled the No. 1 position away of being consistent. He was a TD. Both passes were thrown by quarterback Rakestraw.
from last year's leading ground held out in 1960 and 1961 as un
gainer, Leon Armbrester. Lanke- derstudy to the great Durwood
wicz is also involved in a few Pennington. Tig fans I'm sure
pass patterns. He was on the end remember his booming 44 yard
of a 77 yard scoring pass from field goal which added tba icing
to the Georgia victory in 1962.
His longest of 1962, however,
was a 4S yarder against Auburn,
lacking only four yards of tying
Pennington's school record.
The Bulldogs are also proud of
their punter, Mack Faircloth.
Coach
George
Krajack, Faircloth was held out in 1962 befreshman basketball coach, cause of the presence of Jackie
announced this week that Saye, and Georgia coaches feel
freshman basketball tryouts he can hold his own with the
will begin on Tuesday, October best.
Tomorrow's game should exhibit
15, at 7 p. m. All interested
freshmen should report to the plenty of passing, scoring, and I
field house gym at the above hardknocks. If last year's game'
time, and they must bring was any indication of the Geortheir own equipment. The gia-Clemson series, watch out defreshmen play fifteen games fense! And by all means, don't
this year, including prelimi- be late for the game. In last
naries to nine home varsity year's game, two spectacular
touchdowns had been scored begames.
Krajack added that quite a fore the game was a minute old.
Clemson will be trying like hen
few boys are needed to round
out the freshman team. So to break out of their disastrous
if you have had any experi- losing streak. To do so, they must
ence at the game and feel yon defeat another tough SEC foe. j
want to give it a try, see Let's continue to give the fighting!
coach Krajack at the above Tiger team the support they de-'
time rats!
serve.

Tally

Bell Intercepts A Rossi Pass.

Traffic Is Kinda Thick

Attention
Freshmen!

.. .And Returns It 20 Yards
iifj-"

••••••••

FROSH FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Georgia at Athens

October 12

Duke at Durham _

October 18

S. Carolina at Clemson

. October 25

Georgia Tech at Clemson

November 1

*********
■--

We Pick 'Em
Lempesis
Clemson over Georgia

Clemson

Clemson

Nebraska over Air Force
Alabama over Florida

Neb.

Neb.

Penn. St.

Penn. St.

Penn. St.

Maryland

Maryland

N. C. St.

N. C. St.

Duke

Duke
No. Car.

N. C. State over South Carolina

Maryland

No. Car.

Maryland

No. Car.

N. C. St.

N. C. St.

So. Car.

N. C. St.

Vir.

VMI

Vir.

VMI

VMI
Wake Forest

Florida State over Wake Forest

VP1

VP1 over George Washington
Ga. Tech.

Georgia Tech over Tennessee

Ga. Tech.
Ohio St.

Illinois

Ohio State over Illinois

LSU

LSU

LSU over Miami

Syra.

Syra.

Minn.

Okla.

Texas over Oklahoma

Wis.

Wisconsin over Purdue

m

LSU

So. Cal.

Southern California over Notre Dame

«*■>

LSU

Mich. St.

Northwestern over Minnesota

Syracuse over UCLA

Ohio St.
Indiana

Iowa over Indiana

Michigan State ov«r Michigan

Clemson

Alabama
Penn. St.

Duke over California

VMI over Virginia

Clemson

Alabama

Penn St. over Army

Maryland over North Carolina

Georgia

Clemson

Syra.

Syra.

Syra.

Syra.
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"Sure Are A Lot Of Ways To Skin A Cat/

Sports Shorts
If everything goes OK, the Tigers will have
the best punter in the nation next year. He's Don
Barfield, a freshman from Charleston, S. C. In the
Wake Forest game, won by the Cubs last week,
Barfield averaged 53.8 yards for four kicks, but
Coach McMillan was disappointed because Don usually averages over 60 yards a boot in practice. In addition to being an excellent punter, he also kicks off
and has on numerous occasions split the uprights on
the kickoff. Think of it, 60 yard field goals next season .. . Speaking of the 1963 football season, the only
good thing this year is JoAnn Cheek. At least we win
the halftimes . . . Clemson hasn't lost its opening three
games in 38 years. It was in 1925 when the Tigers had
a 1-7 record that they dropped the opening three. In
fact that year Clemson lost their first five . . . The Tigers had better do some good recruiting the next
few years because Clemson plays some tough games
upcoming. The Georgia series has two games to go,
the Tigers take on Southern Cal in '66, then a home
and home series with TCU in 1964-65, then starting in 1966 Clemson has Alabama for a four year
home and home basis. If you think these games bad,
there are still more, but mum is the word . . . The
Georgia game tomorrow should be loaded with excitement. Last year Georgia quarterback Larry Rakestraw
tossed two bombs of 77 and 74 yards to lead the Bulldog attack. The 77 yard scoring toss came on the first
play from scrimmage after the Tigers' Hal Davis returned the opening kickoff 98 yards to give Clemson a
brief lead . . . Outstanding in the State game were
Frank Pearce and Hugh Mauldin of the Tigers. Pearce's
field goal was Clemson's only score and he barely
missed a 52 yarder earlier in the game. Mauldin injected hope into the Tigers' ailing punting game, averaging almost 40 yards a boot, while playing an outstanding offensive game at halfback . . • Through
last Saturday's games, Clemson leads the ACC in
rushing defense, total defense, and is 2nd in pass
defense. Offensively, the Tigers don't fare too well,
ranking 5th in pass offense, rushing offense, and
total offense . . . Individually, Jim Parker is 4th
in the conference in total offense with 262 yards for a
3.9 average. Pat Crain is 5th in rushing with 118 yards
for a 3.0 average, while Parker is 3rd in passing with 24
out of 56 attempts for 254 yards and one TD . . .

I'm A Football Player;
Color Me Embarrassed

By HOWIE FISHBEIN
NAME: Pat Crain
OCCUPATION: Clemson fullback, and student
HIGH SCHOOL: Latrobe High School, Latrobe, Penn.
COLLEGE: Purdue and Clemson
MAJOR: Being nice to Frank Howard and History,
this semester
ASPIRATIONS: To play pro football or graduate,
whichever comes first
GIRL SITUATION: To be married next summer to a
girl back home. She will be here for the Georgia
game, so don't put anything dirty in this story.
CLEMSON COLLEGE: It's a nice place to visit, but I
wouldn't want to live there.
FRANK HOWARD: He is a good coach because he
helps his ballplayers. If a ballplayer puts out all
he has Howard will do his best to help him, both
on the field and off the field.
CLEMSON FOOTBALL TEAM: They should be the
best we've had in the past few years. If the players
have the right attitude and work together we can
win every game from here on out.
RAT SYSTEM: I feel there is no need for the harassment that the rats have to go through every year;
but it does create a close knit group of rats.
CLEMSON'S SOCIAL LIFE: **** &$!!!!??? (censored)
CLEMSON COEDS: Are you kidding. I'm getting
married soon.
GEORGIA TECH: What did you say? I couldn't hear
you, got water in my helmet.
BEST TEAM PLAYED: Oklahoma.
DUKE: They Will give us the roughest time in the
conference. They have a lot of depth and Bill Murray always has good material' to draw from.
HOWARD'S HALF-TIME TALKS: They are just
lovely!
DINING HALL: editor's note: at this point the interviewee ran out of the .room with a look of distaste
on his face.
PET PEEVE: Sneaky interviews like this.
FRESHMAN TEAM: They are pretty good on defense
against us.
CLEMSON MEN: They are very easy to get along
with,, and the whole atmosphere at Clemson is one
of friendliness.
GREATEST THRILL: The Easley Fair.
DORMITORY ROOMS: Oh, is that what they are! I
thought they were sardine cans. They aren't really
that bad. The door always opens, and the windows
open most of the time.
STUDYING: Nice day, isn't it?
PROFESSORS: DO they know I play football?

Center Bunion
Talks Of Tigs
By BILLY WALKER
en by a 76 yard aerial bomb, Ted
Tiger Sports Writer
thinks the Tigers' defense is betWhen the Clemson Tigers lose ter than most. Notwithstanding
3 straight football games, there the 76 yard touchdown pass Clemare bound to be a number of son held State to 68.yards passyoung men on campus who aren't ing and 8 completions in 23 atvery cheerful.
tempts. The Tigers' overland deOne of these young men is Ted fense was no slouch either, holdBunton, a six foot, 205 pound ing the Wolfpack to 3.8 yards per
Junior from Pelzer, S.C. Although rush and a total of 50' yards for
he's not happy about the past the game.
three games, Ted is looking forBunton expects the Tiger secward to the game with Georgia ondary to be in for a real test toas a chance to make Death Val- morrow when Georgia's General
ley start killing someone besides of the Air Force, Larry RakeClemson.
straw, fills the air with passes.
Looking back on the State game, Ted hopes that the Tiger line will
Ted mentioned that
Clemson be able to pressure Rakestraw
could have broken the game open into getting rid of the ball quickIf they had gotten one big break. ly. They will indeed have to
Bunton also added that the State pressure Rakestraw, who, if givdefense was poor until a clutch en the time as he was against
situation arose; then they could do South Carolina, will pass you
no wrong defensively.
batty. Against the Birds, RakeAs for Georgia, Ted doesn't straw completed. 13 of 19 passs
th .ii iney're any better than the for 183 yards and one touchteam that edged Clemson in a down. Just to add icing to the
wild game last year 24-16. The cake, Rakestraw ran the ball
Georgia game is a crucial one eight times for 61 yards.
[ for the Tigers in many ways. Ted Bunton feels that the Tigers
mentioned one of the most obvious have got to have a team effort
reasons when he said, "we've got by every man on the squad if
to uphold the Clemson tradition they expect to win.
of having a winning team."
Ted's major is Agricultural EdBunton thought that Fullback ucation, and he's in the midst of
I Bob Swift's running was one of a lot of studying now. Last sumthe best performances by any mer Ted worked in a cotton mill
Clemson back this year. Bunton at Pelzer. This sumer he's gofeels like the personnel on the ing to summer school. Upon gradfirst and alternate teams may be uation, Ted wants to go into serin for a shakeup during practice vice and fulfill his military obligathis week. Ted disclosed that End tion. After that Ted has some
Bob Poole had been moved up very definite plans: He said,
to the starting unit during the "I'm going to find a rich woman,
I game.
get married and retire." Upon
Although the Tigers were beat-]
(Continued on Page 8)

Fullback Pat Crain

Twice, But No T. D.

New Wings On Campus
Major Thomas H. Galligan was
recently assigned to the APROTC
Detachment on the Clemson College staff. Major Galligan comes
to Clemson from a duty assignment with the Air Staff, Headquarters United States Air Force
in Washington, D. C.,i where he
served for three years as a Special Agent in the Office of the Director of Special Investigations,
Inspector General, USAF.
Major Galligan entered the Air
Force as an Aviation Cadet in
May 1942, and was commissioned
a Second Liutenant, and awarded Pilot Wings in October 1943.
After completing 65 combat missions in B-26 type aircraft in the
European Theater of Operations
during World War I, Major Galligan was assigned to the Headquarters element of the Air Force
where he served as an Administrative Officer. He was separated
from the Air Force in March 1946
and after five years employment
as an insurance investigator, he
was recalled to active duty in 1951
and performed duty as an Aircraft
Controller with Air Defense units
in the United States and Iceland

Center Ted Bunton

^
for your clothing
needs — Shop

WHEN IN ANDERSON
STOP

MCNS

SHOP"

Clemson - Seneca

AT

LARRY'S DRIVE-IN
104 W. CALHOUN

-flBBOtfS

*

ANDERSON

Boys' And Girls' Marching Bottle Green Shirts
Bottle Green Socks
Burgundy Sport Coats

SLOAN'S MEN'S STORE

and was subsequently trained as
a Special Investigator and served in this capacity for the past
9 years in the United States and
Greece.
RETURNS FROM TOUR
Captain Richard R. Nixon, a
new member of the AFROTC Detachment, Clemson College, has
recently returned from a three
year tour of duty with the 5040th
Air Transport Squadron, Elmendorf AFB, Alaska. Prior to his arrival at Clemson, he attended the
Academic Instructors School at
The Air University, Maxwell AFB,
Alabama.
UNC
Captain Nixon graduated from
the University of North Carolina
in June 1956 with a BS Degree in
Personnel Management. After a
three months short tour with ESSO Standard Oil Company of New
Jersey, he entered the United
States Air Force and flying
school. Within a year, Captain
Nixon received his "Wings" from
the Multi-engine School, Goodfel(Continued on Page 7)

.)
LEARN TO BOXII
BE A MASTER IN THE ART OF
SELF-DEFENSE. EXPERT TRAINERS' SECRETE CAN BE YOURS!
NO EQUIPMENT NEEDED. FORM
A CAMPUS BOXING CLUB AMONG
YOUR FRIENDS FOR FUN. SELFCONFIDENCE AND REAL PHYSICAL FITNESS.
COMPLETE BROCHURE AND LESSONS ONE DOLLAR.
SEND TO: PHYSICAL ARTS GYM.
363 Clinton Street Hempstead, Long
Island, N. Y.
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Jom fcnjojyA 3bdhhA
Tangible Objects
Dear Tom,
My name is not Important, but
my past actions are of impori tance. When I was a stout new
freshman I didn't realize the importance of people, life, and edu, cation. The former three topics
are tangible objects which I neglected and criticized. When I was
in your class, I was still young
and trying hard to impress. I
harrassed people, neglected stu„dies, and thought life was full of
red roses. For this, I got into
most serious trouble with my fellow students, professors and myself. Now, I write this message
to you so you will be aware, and
not ashamed to admit that you
did not properly adjust yourself.
When dealing with people, remember that you are not dealing with creatures of logic. You
are dealing with creatures of

emotion. Do you know someone
you would like to change and improve? Good! That is fine. But
why not begin on yourself. Confucious said, "Don't
complain
about the snow on your neighbors
rodf, when your own droostep is
unclean."
When dealing with your life,
remember that you only live
once, so strive and fulfill the rewarding dream that you desire.
Finally when dealing with education, remember that millions
don't have the opportunity you
have, and in order to succeed in
life, you must excel in your studies.
Speak well of everyone you
know, realize how important life
is, and study vigorously with the
idea in your mind to be successful.
Stuart M. Caplan
Class of '65

Fishbein Blasted

,
"

Dear Tom,
I am sure that many Clemson
students saw the reference to
the Junior Senator from South
Carolina made by Mr. Howie
Fishbein in last week's TIGER,
and I am sure that the majority
are as ashamed to admit that
such a tasteless and insulting
comment came from a supposed
Clemson gentleman as I am.
There are undoubtedly many on
the campus that do not always

(or even ever) agree with Senator Thurmond's actions and remarks, but I believe that there
are very few people who would
express this dislike or disagreement in such a childish and immature manner. Here's hoping
Mr. Fishbein will grow up and
apply his talents to responsible
and respectful journalism.
Thank you, \
Byron Harder, Jr.
Class of '64

outmoded custom, or "tradition"
if you like, must be accelerated
and the custom abolished for the
sake of progress. Clemson's Rat
System is such a custom. The
TIGER editorial, seeking to compromise, advocated making the
system voluntary rather
than
compulsory. This, I believe, is
untenable; it is completely unworkable; it would actually cause
a greater loss in school spirit
than the total abolition of the rat
system. The system is juvenile;
it is devoid of true meaning; it
is major contributing cause of
our high freshman dropout rate;
it interrupts the studying of both
freshmen and upperclassmen; it
is a license for crude behavior
and higher educational standards, This is one fire truck. There should be two. Color it red.
it is essential that the Rat Sys- Also color Dean Cox red, with anger. Color the cop's face
tem be abandoned in toto. Com- red, with embarrassment. Color the students who took it
red, with shame. Also color their little drop-out-of-school
promise will not work.
James T. McConnell cards red. This picture is called "A Study In Red."
Class of '64

Students Ask
Support For
63 Tigerama

As most of you know Homecoming is just around the corner.
Tigerama, our annual student
production presented at Homecoming, depends upon student
participation. This participation
not only includes the work done
by students on the different comrecord of the senator in question, mittees, but also includes work
it takes a pretty small (this re- done on the numerous skits prefers to his brain as well as his sented in Tigerama.
character) person to write such
an article.
If any students are interested
Bob Guerrer
in presenting a skit (this includes
Class of '66
musical groups) or serving on one
of the various committees, please
contact Jerry Caughman, assistant Tigerama director, in room
that should be done away with is
4-226 so that you might fill out
the one that states that every
a skit application form or a comClemson student should speak to
every other student and visitor mittee preference card.

We Love Thurmond
Dear Tom,
It seems a shame that there
should be a member of the TIGER staff with such lack of taste
as to speak in three letter terms
of a member of the U.S. Senate. It seems to me whatever the

Revisions Needed
Dear Tom,
I would1 like to agree with
Frank Gentry on the comments
he made about the ratting sys, tern. I am perhaps a little more
radical than Mr. Gentry and have
a few suggestions to add to his.
I think we at Clemson could take
a few ideas from our neighboring
colleges of Wofford, Carolina, and
Furman which, as I am sure any
Clemson man will' tell you, are
much more advanced than we
are.
First we should stop calling our
freshmen "rats" as this is very
degrading to them. Instead we
should call them "pups." Why
. should we shave the heads of
these pups and make them wear
pup hats: This is a foolish thing
to do. As for yelling in the lunch
room, Mr. Gentry has already
spoken of that. It does seem foolish to have the pups learn the
e
school cheers and the alma mater. In fact why should Clemson
men stand when "Tiger Rag" is
being played? Another obsolete
rule, termed an unwritten law,

he sees on campus. Our coeds
have been a great help in the
abolishment of this law.
One thing we have to watch out
for is the person that says there
is more to be gained at college
than an academic education. If
a pup chooses to lock himself in
his room every night for a couple of hours, why should we
make him come to the pep
rallies and take a lesson in "Life
202"?
In conclusion, gentlemen (and
laides), I believe that what we
need is not a revision of the rat
rules but a total and complete
annihilation of the entire ratting
system. However, I must warn
you that to do so would wipe out
that intangible thing that burns
in every Clemson's man's soul
and which he is so proud to own,
Clemson School Spirit.
Sincerely
David Bundrick

Tiger Coloring Book

Give a few hours and help
make Tigerama the biggest and
best ever. We have only about
three weeks before skit tryouts,
so hurry!

Republicans
Hold Social
Meeting for the second time
this year, the Clemson College
Young Republican Club held its
first social meeting of the 1963-64
school year on Tuesday, October
7. This meeting, an open house,
began the YR's third year on the
Clemson Campus.
"Last year the club was active
in both local state political activities; this year we hope to do
even more to advance conservatism at all levels of government,"
said Edward Bullwinkel, vicepresident of the Clemson club,
as he opened the second meeting
of the year.
Although the meeting was social, several points on policy were
discussed; one of these, a campus
newsletter, was suggested and acted upon. A staff was chosen and
plans for the first issue were
made.
A new member, Charles Humphries, wished to know the connection between the local Republican

organization and the college club.
George Stumpt, a member of the
club and Chairman of the South
Carolina College Young Republican Federation, answered him by
saying, "The Clemson YR's are
separated from the state Republican Party in administration but
are togethen on general policy;
Dr. Bill Hunter, state executive
secretary of the Republican Party, and Prof. Ernest Rogers,
chairman of the Pickens County
Republican Party, have helped
us in the past, and we hope to
work closely with them in the
future."
George, as chairman of the
state federation, outlined the aims
of the state organization and invited questions on its policy or
activities on either the state or
local levels. He passed out several resolutions that were being
acted upon by the college execu(Continued on Page 8)

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
for Seniors and Graduates in MECHANICAL,
AERONAUTICAL, CHEMICAL,
ELECTRICAL, NUCLEAR,
and METALLURGICAL
ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING MECHANICS
APPLIED MATHEMATICS
PHYSICS and
ENGINEERING PHYSICS

Ratting Should Die
Dear Tom,
The Tiger editorallzed on the
need for revision in Clemson's
Rat System. I concur in the belief that revisions are needed,
drastic revisions. The editorial
said that the present system
builds school spirit "quite a bit
for those who wish to participate." I contend that this is NOT
v
true. I contend that those who
wish to participate are those who
already have, or would have,
school spirit in the complete ab-

sence of such a system and therefore need no further prodding.
Very few if any of our majority
of unwilling
participants will
have any further spirit instilled
in them for the simple reason
that they ARE unwilling.
This school is changing, maturing, at an appreciable rate, as
any senior can attest. The amount
of change over the three years
seniors have been here is amazing to see. But, there comes a
point where the slow attrition of

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
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SENATE RELEASE

Seniors Police Reserved Lots
Senior parking lots are for the
use of seniors only! Your student
senate heartily endorses the preceeding statement and will see
that it is enforced. Senior parking lots, behind dormitories 8, 9,
and 10, are reserved specially for
seniors. They are marked off accordinngly. As of October io,
seniors have the power to give
tickets to any unauthorized cars
in these lots.
Johnny Walker, CCP senator,
made a committee report on the
bad seats at the Carolina game
this year. John brought attention
to the fact that the seats are
parallel to the ones that Carolina
students get for the Clemson
game. Students of both schools,
and alumni members, get, supposedly, seats beginning at' the
45-yard line 2nd continuing on into the end zone. The way the two
stadiums are built makes the difference in the seats.
Dennis Crocker introduced a bill
that would allow coeds to remove
rat hats after the first home game
victory, providing it isn't the first
game. After much discussion, the
senate defeated the bill.
The Traffic Committee, with
Dennis Crocker as chairman, confirmed the privileges of parking
on the quadrangle during dance
weekends. Future plans include
beautification of the quadrangle
with fountains and shrubbery.
In case of resignation of student
senators, the Executive Council
of CCP and the class president
shall have the power, with a recurring vote of 2-3's of the existing senators, to appoint replacements.
The Senate, with Keys Lewis
as committee head, is working
on the attainment of intra-dormitory telephones to be used only
for calling within dormitories
Presently, the abuse of the exist

ing phones is preventing installation of such phones.
Bobby Ballantine was confirmed as appointee to the position of
Attorney General. The meeting

was adjourned after Norman Pulliam, president of the senate, called attention to Dean Coakley's
new position, that of Dean of
Men.

Angels Volunteer
As Angels Of Mercy

The Flying Tiger Angel Flight
held its first flight meeting on
Thursday, September 26. At this
meeting, the new pledges were informed on the background and
purpose of the Angel Flight, and
the Flight officers and advisor
were introduced. The commander
and two members of the. Arnold
Air Society were present to assist

AFROTC
(Continued from Page 6)
low AFB, Texas. After graduation
from flying school, Captain Nixon
served with the 464th Troop Carrier Wing, Pope AFB, North Carolina for four years before serving the Alaskan Air Command
supplying the Northern most radar installations in the United
States.
Captain Nixon is a graduate of
the Air University's Squadron Officer's School and the Air Ground
School.
CAPTAIN PARKER
Captain Paul A. Parker, Jr., another new member of
the
AFROTC Staff, comes from
Rock Island, 111. He entered the
USAF in March 1956, graduated
from Navigator School at Harlingen AFB, Texas in January 1958,
attended advanced Jet Navigation
School and the Electronics Counter-Measure School. His last duty
station was Travis AFB, California, where he navigated in all
types of aircraft in tie Military
Air Transport Service.

in this orientation. The
Angel
Flight voted, as its first project
this year, to help with the immunization program sponsored by the
Student Health Service.
Thursday's meeting climaxed
six months of organizing and
planning by the Angel Flight and
the Arnold Air Society to expand
the Angel Flight. During the
Spring Semester of 1963 the Angel
Flight was formed with eight charter members. The Angel Flight
was accepted as a member of the
National associations in April
1963. The Clemson Campus was
the 47th in the Nation to establish
an Angel Flight.
Two parties were held for coeds
prior to the first meeting, one on
September 19 for single transfering coeds to Clemson and those
coeds with a upper division credit
hour standing, the second party
was held the following Monday for
all freshmen coeds. These parties
were given so that girls interested
in the Angel Flight might have an
opportunity to seek information
and express their interest. From
those attending these parties coeds were chosen who had the
poise, personality, and desire to
become Angel Flight members.
The Angel Flight is an official
campus organization at Clemson.
Plans have been made for socials,
trips and service projects. The intrest and enthusiasm of its new
members give promise of a very
successful first full year.

it's
%

invisible,
man!
It's incredible, incomparable, infallible! Code 10 for men, the new
kind of hairdressing from Colgate-Palmolive. The new invisible way
to groom a man's hair all day. Non-greasy Code 10 disappears in your
hair, gives it the clean, manly look that inflames women, infuriates
inferior men. Be in.
Get the non-greasy
hairdressing, CodelO.
It's invisible, man!
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Say You Saw
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THE TIGER-"He Roars For Clemson College"

NATIONAL SCENE

Veterans Need Help

Club Corner
Debating Team

By SENATOR YARBOROUGH
Each year, thousands of our
finest young Americans enter
military service for two, three
or four years. They make up
45 per cent of their age group.
Meanwhile, 55 per cent stay behind and get a head start in
civilian life—in on-the-job training, in education, in all ways.
The veteran who returns finds
his civilian counterpart with a
distinct advantage in the battle
of life.

in farming operations conduct- or the positive harm that will
ed by the veterans.
flow from our decision as to Clemson's Debating Team will interested In obtaining new memhold a meeting Monday night OcThe Cold War Bill would allow whether these young men shall tober 14, at 7:30 in the first floor bers for the coming year, and interested students are invited to
receive
the
helping
hand
that
one and one half days of ed
conference room of the English attend this meeting.
ucation to educate veterans for a grateful, free Nation gave to office building. The Club is still
each day of military service for their fathers and elders Who
the time between January 31, served before them.
1955, and July 1, 1967. This is
Bill Legislation
the period between the end of
the Korean Conflict GI Bill and This Subcommittee on Vete- On Monday October 14 at 8:30 Homecoming Weekend will be disthe termination date of the pres- rans' Affairs has looked deeply p.m., the Clemson DeMolay Club cussed. All interested DeMolays
will meet in room 7 of the Stu- are invited to attend.
ent draft law.
into this question over the past dent Center. Plans for a social for
The new bill would provide a four years. So far as I am
single veteran up to $110 a
month—a married veteran with concerned, justice, equity hu_ A GI Bill helps to offset what
mantarianism, the need of mil
is an outright injustice to our two children $160 a month—to itary defense, cold dollars and The Junior class is sponsoring I remaining home football games,
get
a
start
on
his
education.
a chicken or bar-b-que dinner be-1 The plates will cost $1.25 per
veterans. Today's serviceman
can find himself under threat of Each veteran of the Cold War cents, public judgment—every side the Field House before all'plate.
period would be entitled to a conceivable consideration degunfire in many different areas
of the world—trouble spots like maximum of 36 months of read- mands an affirmative answer to
South Vietnam, Berlin, and justment assistance.
the question at issue. America
Cuba. The risk is great, but
Need For Bill
will be made stronger, im- "A Generation Awaken", A mo- Freedom. It will be shown in
what is the reward? ... a pen- Skills and abilities that are measurably stronger, by the vie about the Growing Conserva- the Agriculture Engineering Aualty to the veteran when he re- going unused today would be passage of this bill.
tive Movement, will be present- ditorium at 8:00 p. m. Thursday,
turns to civilian life ... a pen- developed under the GI Bill at
ed by Young Americans for October 17.
alty for his service. We need every level of education. The My Cold War GI BUI was
to remove this penalty and give labor markets would be relieved first introduced in the 86th Conthe veteran who served his coun- of many tens of thousands of gress, where it passed the Sen- THEOLOGICAL LECTURES
try a chance to advance himself, untrained job hunters who are ate 57 to 31 but failed to get
to become a better, more val- not qualified to hold a job. out of Committee in the House.
uable American citizen.
Training under this GI Bill In the 87th Congress, I re-introwould equip many to hold jobs duced the bill with 36 other
Past GI Bills
who are now unemployed. And Senators co-sponsoring it and
Under the GI Bill of World the veterans between the ages succeeded in getting it reportWar II and the Korean Conflict
ed out of the Senate Labor and
more than ten million Ameri- of 22 and 27 are the largest un Public Welfare Committee, but Dr. William H. Lazareth, Pro- Ministry and the LCA Commission
employed group in that age
can veterans went to school, to
bracket. Far more of the vet- legislative snarl-up was so bad fessor of Systematic Theology at on Church and State.
college, to high school, took on- erans than non-veterans are un- last year that we were not able
the Lutheran Seminary, in Phila- The lecture series, which will
the-job training, and vocational employed.
to get it passed.
delphia, Pennsylvania, has been be held October 14 through 16 at
training.
There are about four million
selected as the speaker for the 7:30 p.m. in the College AuditoriMore than half of the eligi- veterans of this period from
annual Clemson Theologi- um, will be open to the ClemREPUBLICANS fourth
ble Korean veterans used the the end of the Korean Conflict
cal
Lectures.
He received his B. son student body, faculty and
(Continued from Page 7)
assistance of the Korean Confrom January 31, 1955, to the
A.
degree
from
Princeton Univer- staff, and members of the Clemflict Bill to complete their colpresent. Under the World War tive board, asking for the club's sity and his Ph. D. from Colum- son community. Dr. Lazareth has
lege educations. Both bills maannounced as his general discusII and Korean Conflict GI Bills, support.
bia University in New York.
terially added to the Nation's
sion topic, "God and Caesar In
about half of those eligible took Plans were made to have sevwelfare and productivity by advantages of the opportunity.
eral speakers come to Clemson Dr. Lazareth has had wide ex- the United States." The lectures
giving us 180,000 doctors, nurses,
So we could reasonably expect this year. Among other plans, perience in writing religious ar- for the following three evenings
and medical personnel, 113,000
not over two million of these expansion of the State College ticles for many of the well-known are "The Challenge of Pluralism,"
physicists and research scientpost-Korean GI Bill veterans to Federation was considered. Sev- Christian magazines of our time. on Tuesday, and "A Protestant
ists, 450,000 engineers, and 230,- enter school.
eral members stated that they He has contributed reviews and Response," on the final night of
000 school teachers, in addition
articles to CHRISTIAN CEN- the series.
to other occupations and profes- Since only about 45 per cent would write to their friends at
TURY,
THEOLOGY TODAY, LU- Following the lectures each evsions. The contribution made of the young people of today other schools to set up clubs in
THERAN QUALITY, and THE ening, Dr. Lazareth has offered
by these educationally readjust- go into the military service, the other colleges.
PULPIT. During 1962-1963 Dr. to have private discussion for any
ed veterans is incalculable, es- United States government is in
Lazareth represented the Luther- individuals who wish to meet him.
pecially in light of our still des- effect penalizing that 45 per
an Church in America to the He also will conduct a forum in
perate need for more teachers, cent for serving their country
CENTER
Fourth World Conference on Faith the Club Room of the YMCA for
more engineers, and more by setting them back while the
(Continued from Page 6)
and Order in Montreal, Canada, anyone interested in further disscientists.
55 per cent not needed in the
military service can move hearing this remark, Ted's room- and served on the Board of Social cussions on his topics.
The veterans have shown they
ahead in civilian life. Physi- mate, Joe Blackwell said some
can make good when given a
cally and mentally these 45 per unkindly things about his teamchance. They are more than
mate's ability to get along with
repaying their country for the cent of young men who do serve the opposite sex. Ted returned
are
some
of
the
Nation's
finest.
comparatively small cost of a
Joe's quip appropriately when he
GI Bill, by paying back more
86TH CONGRESS
said, "Wait till Block C initiations
money in taxes to their counWhen this legislation was con next year, Joe, I'm the atomic
try—taxes from higher earnings sidered in the 86th Congress, bomb man."
made possible by a better ed- there were about 687,000 Cold
ucation.
War veterans. Two years ago With Bunton in such a good
there were 1,380,000 Cold War mood this interviewer couldn't
Cold War Bill
veterans and today, there must help but ask a question of great
Two major types of readjust- be ' well over two million. By importance. "Ted," I said, "does
ment assistance, patterned
Frank Howard chew tobacco?"
closely after the forms of as- 1973, there will be more than "Chew it, heU, he eats it!" said
four
million
Cold
War
veterans.
sistance provided under the GI
Bunton.
Bills for veterans in the past,' These figures alone show the
great
magnitude
of
the
loss
we
would be available for post-Korean veterans under the provis- will sustain if we do not take
ions of S.5. These are: (1) Edu- action to keep the minds, hands
cation and vocational training and skills of these young Amerassistance, and (2) Guarantee icans within our arsenal of huand direct loan assistance for man resources.
the purchase of (a) homes, in- We dare not, as custodians of
cluding homes on farms, and the public trust, as the guar(b) farmlands, livestock, ma- dians of the future of this Rechinery and so forth, to be used public, ignore the positive good

DeMolay Club

Junior Class

YAF Movie

Lazareth Speaks
For Occasion

Friday, October 11, 19B3V

HANDEGAN, MILEY VIE FOR TOP FROSH POST
(Continued from Page 1) prised to be in the run-offs. If
Senate seats.
I am elected, I will do my best
When informed of the election to serve the freshman class as
results Tuesday night, Dick vice-president." During high
Miley said, "I am very pleased school she was on the student
that so many students have council and a member of the
shown so much confidence in Beta Club.
me. I hope that the freshman Terry Richardson declared in
class will elect me to the of- his statement Tuesday night, "I
fice of president of our class. want to thank the freshmen for
My personal goal is to think putting me in this run-off. I
only of the best, to work only feel fortunate to have come out
for the best, and to expect only ahead of so well-qualified op
the best!" Dick is presently ponents. I will represent each
a member of the Tiger staff. of you to the best of my ability."
In high school, he was the editor Terry was the president of his
of his school newspaper, was student body in high school and
president of the National Honor is presently on the YMCA
Society, and was on the student Council at Clemson.
council for two years.
When told of her first ballot
Terry Handegan expressed election, Miss Jo Ann Cheek
his feelings by saying, "First expressed her amazement. "I
of all I want to thank each and feel shocked but very honored
everyone of the freshmen that that a girl has been elected to
supported me in the election serve in a student government
Tuesday. We have a wonder- position. I believe that this
ful freshman class and I want will pave the way for enlarging
to meet each one of you so I the co-ed program." Jo Ann
can get your ideas and feelings was the vice president of the
of what you want me to do. It junior class in high school and
will be a great honor and priv- a member of the Beta Club.1
ilege to be your leader. Thank William Bates said, "I only
you again for your support and want to say that I will do my
please turn out to vote October best for the freshman class if
15." Terry was vice president elected and want to thank all
of his senior class and on the my supporters who showed constudent council for two years.
fidence in me." He was a memIn the vice president race, ber of his student council and
Donna Jones indicated her sur- was active in sports in high
prise by saying, "I was sur- school.

Dick Bell simply stated his
pleasure by saying, "I'm very
happy to receive this honor and
if elected in the run-off will ■
try my best to fulfill the duties
required of me." Dick is presently on the freshman football
team.
These elections are very important to the freshman class
and each member of the class
should do his best to vote on
election day. The special runoff election will be held on Tues-'
day, October 15 at the sama
place as last week's election.
Bill Sykes, president of the student body has expressed a sincere desire for the freshman
class to take an active interest
in student government. Dean
Coakley has said, "Think carefully on the type of individual
you wish to represent you and
choose those that will be abla ,
officials in your government." '
The run-off candidates have expressed their wishes to the class
for a larger turn out for the
special election Tuesday. They
need the complete support of
the students.
The committee in charge o{
the elections are headed by their
chairman John Lee. Members
of his committee are as follows: Ken Stovall, Fred Osteen,
Glen Bouknight, Wendy Beers,'
Ron Barrett, Robert Goff, and
Kenneth Rowe.

Greet the shirt
with an
Oxford education

»v-ARROW*
Any scholar will appreciate
this new Decton oxford
shirt... the latest graduate
to the world of wash-andwear by ARROW. A blend of
65% Dacron* polyester and
35% cotton... it outlasts
all cotton shirts. From
that famous button-down
collar to the back button and
back pleat, it's University
Fashion at its best
Tapered to trim you down,
"Sanforized-Plus" labeled to
ensure a lasting fit, Decton
oxford comes in white,
colors and British stripes.
Short sleeves as illustrated
only $5.95

A VOTE FOR

DICK MILEY
IS A VOTE

•DuPont T.M. for itt polyester fib*r

FOR YOURSELF

FRESHMAN PRESIDENT

Clemson Theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE

Thurs. - Fri., Oct. 10-11
Janet Leigh
Van Johnson
Martha Hyer

■;.;
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'

.

"WIVES AND
LOVERS"

'

Special Late Show Friday
One Show — 10:30 P. M.

"KISS OF THE
VAMPIRE"
In Color

Tom Thomsen wanted challenging work
AS

O O £="

Sun. and Mon., Oct. 13-14
Merle Oberon
Steve Cochran

^*"»"%,

THE SAFE WAYto stay alert
without harmful stimulants
Never take chances with
dangerous "pep pills." Instead,
take proven safe 'NoDoz©.,
Keeps you mentally alert with
the same safe refresher found
in coffee.Yet NoDoz is faster,
handier, more reliable. Abso-

"OF LOVE AND
DESIRE"
In Color
Tues. - Wed., Oct. 15 - 16

"MARILYN"
Narrated by
Rock Hudson

lutely not habit-forming. Next
time monotony makes you feel
drowsy while driving, working
or studying, do as millions do
... perk up with safe, effective
NoDoz. Another fine product
of Grove Laboratories.

Thurs., Oct. 17
Elsa Martinelli

"RICEnGIRL"
In Color

Oconee Theatre

L. C. MARTIN

SENECA, S. C.
Thurs. - Fri., Oct. 10-11
Joanne Woodward
Richard Beymer

Claire Trevor

DRUG COMPANY

Carol Lynley

THE STRIPPER1

He found it at Western Electric

Your flfeffiffl Store

CLEMSON PENNANTS
STUFFED TIGERS
Complete Selection
Of
Clemson Souvenirs

TVR. Thomsen, B.S.M.E., University of Nebraska,
'58, came to Western Electric for several reasons.
Important to him was the fact that our young engineers play vital roles right from the start, working
on exciting engineering projects in communications including: electronic switching, thin film circuitry, microwave systems and optical masers.
Western Electric's wide variety of challenging
assignments appealed to Tom, as did the idea of
advanced study through full-time graduate engineering training, numerous management courses
and a company-paid Tuition Refund Plan.
Tom knows, too, that we'll need thousands of
experienced engineers for supervisory positions
within the next few years. And he's getting the
solid experience necessary to qualify. Right now,
Tom is developing new and improved inspection

Western Electric

and process control techniques to reduce manufacturing costs of telephone switching equipment.
Tom is sure that Western Electric is the right place
for him. What about you?
If you set the highest standards for yourself,
enjoy a challenge, and have the qualifications
we're looking for—we want to talk to you! Opportunities for fast-moving careers exist now for electrical, mechanical and industrial engineers, and
also for physical science, liberal arts and business
majors. For more detailed information, get your
copy of the Western Electric Career Opportunities
booklet from your Placement Officer. Or write:
Western Electric Company, Room 6405,222 Broadway, New York 38, N. Y. And be sure to arrange
for a personal interview when the Bell System
recruiting team visits your campus.

MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Principal manufacturing locations in 13 cities • Operating centers in many of these same cities plus 36 others throughout the U. S.
Engineering Research Center. Princeton, N. J. • Teletype Corp., Skokie, HI.. Little Rock, Ark. • Gen. Hg„ 195 Broadway. New York

Fri., Oct. 12

LAST TRAIN
FROM
GUN HILL"

Attention Clemson Coeds:
Got your heart set on a new outfit for the football
games? ? ? If so, come in and let us help you pick the
right one. Ask our customers about how well pleased
they are with our merchandise. We carry the very
best dress, sportswear and lingerie lines, such asNardis of Dallas, Majestic, Peerless of Boston, Lorraine,
Perma-Lift and Lady Van Heusen. When you want
more than the usual in a medium priced outfit, be
sure to see us. Ask about our student charge accounts.

qsmis. Afwppx
104 NORTH CLEMSON AVENUE

Sat. - Mon. - Tues. - Wed.
Oct. 12 - 14 - 15 - 16
Henry Fonda
Maureen O'Hara

"SPENCER'S
MOUNTAIN"
In Color
Thurs. - Fri.
Oct. 17 - ife

"THE THREE
STOOGES GO
AROUND THE
WORLD IN
A DAZE"
With
Jay Sheffield
and
Joan Freeman

